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Our experienced legal group for startups has a new name – BOOST.
From inception and formation, to organization, growth, expansion and
exit, we’re here to give your startup the legal guidance you need to gain

momentum and never look back.
Business Lawyers for Entrepreneurs®







BOOST is ready for your most critical
startup legal needs:







BOOST your access
to our network

When you team up with Boost, you get more than a set of documents. Take
advantage of our decades of start up legal experience and access to our
relationships with investors, advisors and technology networks.

We’ll be your partner for success.
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Get started with special fixed priced packages

We understand that as a startup your resources may be constrained. To
give you maximum support for minimal cost, BOOST offers special

fixed price packages for your most urgent legal needs – plus a variety of
flexible billing alternatives. We’ll think creatively with you to find the

arrangement that works.

Startup
Documents Package

All the documents needed
to start a company in
New Hampshire or Delaware.

Includes Legal Consultation

MORE DETAILS



Equity Incentive
Plan Package

Get the documents you
need to create an
equity incentive plan.

Includes Legal Consultation

MORE DETAILS

Intellectual Property
Assessment Package

Allow BOOST to review and assess
the most appropriate protections



for your intellectual property.

Includes Legal Consultation

MORE DETAILS

To BOOST your startup, email us

Our experienced BOOST
Startup Legal Team:

Matt Benson
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William O’Sullivan

Emily Penaskovic
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Paul Reuland
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Brian Thomas

Douglas Verge
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY
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Every attorney I’ve worked with has been
very capable and efficient. When I’ve had a
new matter, they quickly identify a firm
member who is experienced in that matter
and able to start quickly.

The team of attorneys is top notch. They are
great listeners, they understand our needs
and make recommendations rather than
trying to tell us what to do.

We get the personal attention of a small
firm but with national expertise.



The firm is highly professional and provides
high-quality legal work at reasonable prices.

Client testimonials were collected by Chambers and Partners USA.


